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Abstract

The segmentation of images based on color and texture
cues is formulated as a clustering problem in the joint color
and texture space. Small image patches are grouped to-
gether on the basis of local color and spatial frequency
statistics which is captured by Gaussian mixture models in
feature space. The locality of segments in feature space
is taken into account by the topological organization of
the cluster structure which corresponds to self-organizing
maps. The clusters define a one dimensional chain in the
space of mixture models, which favors an ordering of the
groups with similar color and texture distributions. The
probabilistic model is tested by segmentation experiments
on images from the Corel data base.

1 Introduction

The segmentation of images according to color and tex-
ture cues is a crucial intermediate step for higher level ap-
proaches in image understanding and visual object recog-
nition. In this contribution the task of unsupervised image
segmentation is posed as a data clustering problem. These
methods share as a common trait that they search for a par-
tition of pixels or pixel blocks with a high degree of homo-
geneity but differentiate according to the underlying data
modality. We advocate to characterize an image site by a
histogram of color and texture features extracted from its
neighborhood. This empirical distribution provides a robust
and statistically reliable descriptor of local image proper-
ties.

Preceding approaches to histogram clustering [5] [6] are
invariant to permutations of histogram bins. In computer
vision where the histogramming process is prone to noise
induced errors, this invariance neglects information about
the order of bins and the distance of bin centers in feature
space. In order to cure this shortcoming, we suggest to re-
place the non-parametric representation of prototypical den-

sities for the various groups via histograms by continuous
mixture models, which are adapted during model fitting. In
this setting, an image site is assigned to the cluster whose
discretized mixture distribution is closest in the KL diver-
gence sense to the measured histogram for that particular
site. Now, exchanging the order of bins produces changes in
the grouping cost function, thus eliminating the mentioned
shortcomings. The approach is termed parametric distribu-
tional clustering (PDC) and is described in [2]. The obser-
vation, that a second permutation invariance concerning the
cluster labels still persists, indicates the direction for further
development of our clustering method. In order to deal with
this drawback, we propose to consider the locality of seg-
ments in the space of mixture models. This is taken into
account by the topological coupling of cluster assignments
analogous to self-organizing maps in Neural Computation.

2 The Segmentation Model

Topological Parametric Distributional Clustering: As-
sume a set of image sitessi, i = 1, . . . , n to be given,
which are supposed to be clustered intok groups. The clus-
ter memberships are encoded by Boolean assignment vari-
ablesMiν , ν = 1, . . . , k which are summarized in a matrix
M ∈ M = {0, 1}n×k. We setMiν = 1, if site si is as-
signed to clusterν. To avoid multiple group associations,
we enforce

∑
ν≤kMiν = 1. Each sitesi is equipped with

a set ofri observationsXi = {xi1, . . . , xiri}, xij ∈ Rd.
These observations are assumed to be generated by a par-
ticular Gaussian mixture model, which is characteristic for
the sites cluster. Thus, the generative model for an observa-
tion x given the group membership of its associated site is
defined as

p(x| ν) =
l∑

α=1

pα| νgα(x). (1)

Here,gα(x) = g(x|µα,Σα) denotes a multivariate Gaus-
sian distribution with meanµα and covarianceΣα. In



order to achieve parsimonious models, the Gaussiansgα
are considered to be independent of the groupsν. This
corresponds to a commonalphabetof l Gaussians from
which the cluster specific distributions are synthesized by
a particular choice of mixture coefficientspα| ν . In order
to further limit the number of free parameters, the values
µα and Σα, α = 1, . . . , l are not altered after being ini-
tialized by a preprocessing step, i.e. conventional mixture
model estimation. In order to arrive at a compact represen-
tation of the observation data, the different channels of the
input image are considered to be independent. Each of them
is uniformly partitioned into intervalsIj . We denote byrij
the number of occurrences that an observation at sitesi is
inside the intervalIj . Normalizing these counts by the total
number of observations for that particular site one arrives
at the empirical probability for the occurrence of an obser-
vation in intervalIj at the image sitesi, which is denoted
by rj| i. SettingGα(j) =

∫
Ij
gα(x)dx, the complete data

log-likelihood is given by

L(θ| X ,M) =
∑
i

∑
ν

Miνhiν ,

where

hiν =

log pν +
∑
j

rj| i log

(∑
α

pα| νGα(j)

) . (2)

In order to pose the search for good grouping solutions as
a combinatorial minimization problem, the negative log-
likelihood is treated as the objective function for parame-
ter fitting. Denoting the Kullback-Leibler divergence be-
tween two distributions byDKL (. ‖ .) and settingqj| ν =∑
α pα| νGα(j), it is straightforward to show, that for the

cost function holds

CPDC =
∑
i

∑
ν

Miν

[
DKL (r·| i ‖ q·| ν)− log pν

]
. (3)

Apart from a contribution of the cluster probabilitiespν , the
quality of a given grouping solution thus depends on the
distortions between the site specific empirical distributions
and the cluster specific Gaussian mixture. The objective
function in eq. (3) is invariant to the permutation of cluster
indices. In cases where the prototypical mixture distribu-
tions of clusters become similar, the noise, which is invari-
ably present in the observational data, may lead to ambigu-
ous cluster assignments which in turn are characterized by
noise dependent transition probabilities between those clus-
ters. Therefore, the permutation symmetry is broken and a
topology in the domain of cluster indices is induced. Con-
sequently, one can expect a better clustering performance
by taking the resulting additional distortions into account
when estimating the most likely group assignments. Thus a
connection to the field ofSelf Organizing Maps[3] is estab-

lished. In figure 1 the underlying idea is visualized by de-
picting three data groups (each one being a mixture model
with three components) in feature space. Neighboring clus-
ters are connected by the topological coupling (visualized
as arcs), thereby forming a chain in cluster space. Denot-

Figure 1. Topological coupling between
neighboring clusters.

ing the probability of confusing indicesγ andµ byTγµ, the
objective function for topological PDC is given by

CtPDC =
∑
i

∑
ν

Miνh
topo
iν ,where

htopo
iν =

∑
γ

Tγν
[
DKL (r·| i ‖ q·| γ)− log pγ

]
. (4)

Exchanging the order of sums, one arrives at an equivalent
reformulation of the grouping costs, in which the influence
of the topological coupling on the assignments is made ex-
plicit:

C tPDC =
∑
i

∑
ν

M topo
iν

[
DKL (r·| i ‖ q·| ν)− log pν

]
. (5)

Here,M topo
iν =

∑
γ TνγMiγ denotes the probability of as-

signing sitesi to clusterν, given the coupling strengthT .

Model Identification: Having specified the model by the
cost function, the problem of determining the values of
the free parameters for a given data set is addressed
by the well knownExpectation–Maximization–Algorithm
(EM)[1]. The robustness of the inferred solutions is in-
creased further by embedding the alternating optimization
in the Deterministic Annealing(DA) framework [7]. This
amounts to relaxing a given combinatorial optimization
problem over an appertaining state space into a family of
search problems in the spaceP(M) of probability distribu-
tions over that space. In this setting, thegeneralized free
energytakes the role of the objective function:

F = E[CtPDC]− T ·H. (6)



In the equation above,H denotes the entropy of the distri-
bution over the statesM. Optimization starts at high tem-
peratures where the influence of the entropic term is high,
thereby smoothing the cost landscape. Local minima of the
objective function are tracked while gradually lowering the
computational temperature. In the limitT = 0, the original
cost function is recovered.

E-Step–Equations: Maximizing eq. (6) w.r.t.P (M) cor-
responds to the E-Step of the EM–scheme. To this end, the
partial costs of assigning a sitesi to clusterν, i.e. htopo

iν
in eq.(4), have to be evaluated. Settingmiν = E[Miν ]
and utilizing the well known fact from statistical physics
that the generalized free energy at a certain temperature
is minimized by the corresponding Gibbs distribution, i.e.
miν ∝ exp(− 1

T h
topo
iν ), one arrives at the following set of

update equations:

miν ∝ exp
1

T

(∑
γ

Tγν
[
DKL (r·| i ‖ q·| γ)− log pγ

])
. (7)

M-Step–Equations: In the M-step, one has to solve the
stationary equations for the model parameterspν and
pα| ν , given the estimated assignment probabilitiesmiν , or
mtopo
iν =

∑
α Tνα E[Miα], respectively. Forpν , we obtain

a closed-form solution by taking the derivative of (6) while
introducing Lagrange parameters to ensure a proper normal-
ization:

pν =
1
n

n∑
i=1

mtopo
iν , ν = 1, . . . , k. (8)

The second set of parameterspα| ν is updated by the itera-
tive selection of pairs of Gaussian componentsα1, α2. Al-
though even a random drawing ofα1 andα2 will lead to
a monotonous decrease of the free energy, the convergence
speed of the update scheme can be enhanced by choosing,

in each iteration,α1 andα2 such that
∥∥∥ ∂
∂pα1| ν

F (α1, α2)
∥∥∥

is maximal. It is usually sufficient to repeat the selection
and subsequent optimization of pairs(α1, α2) for c · l times,
wherec is a small constant (e.g.c = 3). With pγ| ν fixed for
all γ /∈ {α1, α2}, the optimal value ofpα1| ν either satisfies

−
k∑
ν=1

m∑
j=1

(
n∑
i=1

mtopo
iν rj| i

)
Gα1 (j)−Gα2 (j)∑l

γ=1 pγ| νGγ (j)
= 0 (9)

and can be determined by interval-bisection, or
– if this unique optimum is outside the interval[
0; 1−

∑
γ /∈{α1,α2} pγ| ν

]
– is equal to one of the in-

terval boundaries. Oncepα1| ν has been determined,pα2| ν
can be computed from

pα2| ν = 1−
∑

γ /∈{α1,α2}

pγ| ν − pα1| ν . (10)

3 Experimental Results & Discussion

The Experimental Setup: In the practical application of
our model to image segmentation tasks, the entitiessi, i =
1, . . . , n, which are supposed to be clustered, correspond to
image sites on a rectangular grid. Because the sought seg-
mentation for real world images is supposed to be based on
color as well as texture cues, the underlying elementary ob-
servations have to be specified. Due to its appealing proper-
ties, we work in the HSV color space. First of all, it it corre-
sponds better to how people experience color than the RGB
color space does. Second, and even more important for us,
it provides a separate channel for the intensity information,
which can be used to extract texture features. To this end,
a set of Gabor filters with four orientations at each of two
octave-spaced scales is applied. The specific choice of the
filter-bank has been made on an empirical basis, finding a
satisfactory compromise between discriminative power and
computational efficiency. In order to arrive at real-valued
features, the moduli of the complex filter outputs have been
used. For each site, a histogram of the color and texture fea-
tures over a local neighborhood of pixels is then computed.
In order to determine the alphabet of Gaussians from which
the cluster specific prototypical mixtures are synthesized,
a mixture model estimation step is performed prior to the
PDC model optimization. The topology of the clusters is
a chain, in which each cluster distributes some of its prob-
ability measure to its immediate neighbors in index space,
i.e.

Tβν =


1− ε ε 0 . . . 0

ε 1− 2ε ε
. . .

...

0
. . .

. . .
. . . 0

0
. . .

. . . ε 1− ε

 (11)

The results depicted in figures 2, 3, and 4 were obtained
with ε = 0.08 (2) andε = 0.1 (3,4), respectively, where an
appropriate choice of the coupling strength has been deter-
mined empirically.

Artificial Data: In order to demonstrate the behavior of
the coupled PDC model we have designed a data set with 8
groups such that neighboring segments in the image have
colors generated by neighboring mixture distributions in
color space. To be precise, the H channel is divided into
24 equally spaced angles while keeping the S and V chan-
nels fixed to 0.75. Thus we arrive at a set of 24 color vec-
tors, which defines the alphabet of Gaussians for the image.
The image itself is divided into eight regions. For each of
these regions, a prototypical mixture model is given by tak-
ing three consecutive Gaussians from the underlying alpha-
bet with equal weighting. Any two consecutive mixtures
thus have two Gaussians lying very closely together in fea-
ture space. With this construction, the topological structure
for the data groups is given by a circular chain. From this
model, an image is generated by sampling from the region



specific mixture distributions. The result of this procedure
is depicted in figure 2 together with its segmentation solu-
tion found by our algorithm. Here group memberships are
encoded by grey values in such a way that two consecutive
indices have consecutive shades of grey. As can be seen
from the grouping result, the chain topology of the clusters
has been identified correctly.

(a) (b)

Figure 2. a) image data, b) segmentation.

Real World Data: Segmentation experiments have been
run on a collection of over 100 images from the Corel
database. In order to discuss the effect of cluster coupling
in detail, one example with four clusters and sixteen Gaus-
sians is depicted in figure 3. The resulting segments are grey
level coded like in the case of the artificial data set, thus vi-
sualizing the topological structure in cluster space. The first
segment covers the cat and the part of the tree with low
texture content. Following in the chain topology of clus-
ters is the segment in light grey, covering the rest of the
tree (with more pronounced texture). Then comes the seg-
ment of the smaller branches of the tree above and below the
cat, depicted in dark grey. Due to the finite support of the
local histograms, the corresponding region statistics con-
tain both contributions from the branches themselves and
from the blue sky in the background. Topologically, this
segment should lie between the tree and the sky segment,
which is exactly what our algorithm yields. Finally, there is
the sky segment in black, which lies topologically correct at
the other end of the inferred chain structure. This interpre-
tation is backed up by the underlying prototypical mixture
models of the various groups. In order to visualize the dis-
tributions, we have used the fact that keeping the alphabet of
Gaussians fixed, the mixtures are characterized completely
by their coefficientspα| ν , which are depicted in the dia-
grams. The visually apparent topological relations between
the inferred data groups can be easily verified by looking at
salient correspondences in the distributions, which are de-
picted by arrows.
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Figure 3. Input image, segmentation, and
model parameters.

To give an overview over the segmentation performance
of our novel model, a collection of results for topological
PDC is shown in figure 4. Here, the alphabet of Gaussians
again contains sixteen components, whereas the number of
clusters has been fixed to three. Note that the number of
distinct segments in the image is usually higher because no
spatial contingency is enforced in the clustering step. The
major difficulty in evaluating the quality of an unsupervised
image segmentation method is the lack of an objective per-
formance measure. To this end, Malik et al. examined hu-
man image segmentation [4] experimentally. This effort re-
sulted in a database of human segmented images as well
as an open contest for image segmentation algorithms in
which we are participating. Thus, a comprehensive com-



parison of our method with theirnormalized cutprocedure
[8] and other participants will be available soon.

4 Conclusion
In this contribution, a novel method for unsupervised im-

age segmentation has been proposed. As the main contribu-
tions it contains continuous models for the group-specific
distributions which are tied by a topological coupling term.
Therefore, in contrast to existing approaches, our method
explicitly models the noise-induced errors in the histogram-
ming of image features. Finally, the results clearly demon-
strate the good performance of our model. Future work
will have to address the issue of learning the topology of
the cluster coupling together with the respective coupling
strengths. The latter entities could for instance be chosen
proportional to the Kullback-Leibler divergence between
the group specific mixture models.
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Figure 4. More results for topological PDC.


